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Freshmen fun

Residents feeling
housing crunch
By Nathan Webster
Assistant News Editor
This semester at the University
of Maine, a student housing shortage has left some students living in
a variety of unconventional quarters. For the past week, these students have been staying in study
lounges and hotels, and even rooming with Resident Assistants.
A number of first-year students
were assigned to temporarily room
with RAs. Chad Mullin, a fourthyear public administration major,
was one of the RAs who was
assigned a first-year roommate.
Mullin said that he was informed of
the arrangement less than two

weeks before he was to move into
Somerset Hall.
"It's a little bit stressful," Mullin
said of having a roommate. "It's
misfortunate that they have to have
an RA roommate."
John York was one of the firstyear students who was assigned an
RA roommate. As with Mullin,
York was told by the university two
weeks before moving in that he was
going to be morning with an RA in
Gannett Hall.
"I was a little nervous,it's a little
intimidating being a first-year student," York said. "I felt like I was
kind of moving in on his space."
Saturday morning York was
See HOUSING on page 2

UMaine faces heavy fines
after lab employee death
By Aimee Dolloff
Head Copy Editor
A fatal accident at a UMaine
research laboratory has resulted in citations and fines to the
university from the Bureau of
Labor Standards.
William O'Coin, 43, of
Ellsworth, died while saving
the life of a co-worker on
Monday, July 29 at the
University of Maine Center for

Cooperative
Aquaculture
Research in Franklin, according to a July 30 Bangor Daily
News article.
University officials the accident was the first accidental
worksite related death in the
university's history.
George Schaefer, 16, of
Sullivan, had been cleaning
sludge from the bottom of a
16-foot tall tank when he was
See LAB DEATH page 4

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
Senior mechanical engineering student, Alberto Davila,
works on a project at the Advanced Engineered Wood
Composites(AEWC)Lab wearing a hard hat, safety glasses
and earplugs for protection. The AEWC raised safety standards as a result of July's fatal accident in Franklin.

CAMPUS PHOTO • MELISSA ARMES
First-year students Andrew Gardiner and Will Mercier race to the finish through a Velcro
obstacle course Saturday on the mall. This was the last event for Maine Mainia week.

Fraternity fire sparks investigation
By Catie Joyce
News Editor
Although no one was injured in
a fire at a fraternity house on
Wednesday, Sept. 4, it resulted in
an investigation into thefts and
safety code violations at the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity house.
The fire, which occured at
3:18 a.m., was caused by a lamp
in a third floor bedroom, Public
Safety Chief Noel March said.
The Orono Fire Department,
Orono Police Department and
Public Safety responded after an
alarm was pulled. The 22 brothers
staying in the house were evacuated.
There was substantial damage
done to the third floor bedroom
where the fire started as well as
structural, electrical and water
damage to the building.
—The great news is no one was
injured," March said. "The disappointing news is that while state fire
marshals were investigating the fire
they also found stolen property."
The state fire marshal obtained a
search warrant for the house after
observing state property that

appeared to be stolen, March said.
They recovered the stolen property
later that afternoon, which included
56 signs, valued at about $10,000.
The stolen signs were brought
back to Public Safety for storage,
March said,although Public Safety
is not involved in the investigation.
According to March, many of the
signs were owned by the state of
Maine and the Maine Department
ofTransportation as well as private
businesses.
The Fire Marshal's Office is
working in conjunction with the
Penobscot County
District
Attorney's Office to determine if
criminal charges will be filed,
March said.
"Adding to the frustration of
these students [was Thursday's]
follow up inspection which
resulted in closure of the building
by state officials," March said.
While further investigating the
fire, the State Fire Marshal's Office
found several safety violations in
the fraternity house. Violations
included electrical problems, disabled smoke detectors, combustibles in the boiler room and

trash and debris blocking exits to
the building, according to an article
in Friday's Bangor Daily News.
The sprinkler system in the
house, which was working at the
time of the fire must now be
recharged, Stephen McCausland,
a spokesman for the State Fire
Marshal's Office, told the Bangor
Daily.
"Until the fraternity comes forward with a plan, approved by the
State Fire Marshal's Office, it will
not be reopened," McCausland said.
Members of the Orono Police
Department, Public Safety and
Student Affairs were at the house
helping SAE brothers find a
place to relocate, March said.
The Pine Tree Chapter of the
American Red Cross also assisted
the brothers by providing clothing,
bedding and toiletries to the affected
students, according to an article in
Thursday's Bangor Daily.
Some of the brothers temporarily moved into the Pi Beta Phi sorority house next to SAE,March said.
"This was a wonderful gesture
by the sisters to help fellow Greeks
in a time of need," March said.
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Bush prepares nation
for war with Iraq
— The
WASHINGTON
on
administration
Bush
Wednesday will launch a concerted effort to prepare the nation
and the world for war with Iraq,
and Defense Secretary Donald
H. Rumsfeld hinted Tuesday that
Bush has new evidence that Iraq
is close to developing a nuclear
weapon.
Under pressure at home and
abroad to justify a war against
Iraq, President Bush will meet
with congressional leaders from
both parties at the White House
on Wednesday morning to discuss Iraq. Later that day he will
send Rumsfeld to a closed-door
briefing on the subject for all 100
senators in a secure room inside
the Capitol.
And next week, Bush is
expected to use a Sept. 12 speech
at the United Nations to begin
spelling out his grievances
against Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein.

Nation's colleges face
housing shortage
MILWAUKEE — Three's
company in many college dormitories this year.
A housing shortage at some
Milwaukee-area colleges has

forced students to accept more
roommates than usual, breaking
from tradition and introducing a
new lifestyle arrangement on
campus.
Ryan VanDeLoo, a freshman
at Carroll College in Waukesha,
Wis., is sharing his dorm room
with two roommates this fall.
What's more, all three are stocky
college football players.
crowded,"
pretty
"It's
VanDeLoo said of the 12-footwide room typically assigned to
just two students. "We're hoping
that our parents stop bringing
stuff."
Marquette University in
Milwaukee has rented an entire
hotel to manage its largest freshman class in 14 years.
While housing crunches are
nothing new at colleges and universities, some officials say the
problem seems to be worsening.
Marquette has rented the
entire 40-room Executive Inn to
handle overflow, temporarily,
until rooms open up in campus
housing.
Wisconsin is not the only state
where colleges are in a pinch.
Gary Schwarzmueller, executive
director of the Ohio-based
Association of College and
University Housing OfficersInternational, said housing is scarce
in several parts of the country.
Compiledfront Knight Ridder
Newspapers.

HOUSING from page 1

WHILE YOU WERE AWAY
What UMaine was up to over the summer
From Staff Reports

Hiring moratorium
A hiring moratorium for all
university employees was instated by President Peter S. Hoff,
which started in May. The moratorium was put in place because
the state reduced UMaine's
budget by $2 million. However,
according to Mark Anderson,
interim Chief Financial Officer,
this is a less stringent moratorium than the one in place last fall.
"The magnitude of the budget
problem is not as great as it was
then," Anderson said. He said the
vice-presidents of departments
need to get the president's
explicit approval to hire anyone.
"More [hirings] have gone
through largely because of the
need to deal with more students,"
Anderson said.

Printing pricing
Students will now have to pay
to print material off the computers at Fogler Library and The
Union cluster. Students will now
receive a $16 credit on their
Maine Cards for printing purposes, which allows students 200
free pages. Any printing after
that will cost eight cents per
page.
Students and faculty can use
their Maine Cards at printing terminals. Those who don't have a
MaineCard can purchase a printing and copying card from a
machine in the reserves room.

Health care costs
given a permanent room assignment with a roommate in the same
hall.
-It worked out and everything
was fine," York said.
According
to
Andrew
Matthews, director of housing, the
housing shortage was due to a combination of a very large incoming
first-year class and fewer housing
cancellations from upperclassmen.
"Upperclassmen are given first
dibs," Matthews said. "In recent
years, we had about 500 students
cancel. The first weekend in July,
we realized we weren't getting as
many cancellations."
By mid-summer,only about 200
upperclassmen had canceled their
housing plans, leaving a "300-student bulge" to be dealt with,
according to Matthews. By the
beginning of August, a few lounge
spaces were converted to living
spaces, and 100 more students canceled their housing plans, but there
was still not enough room to
accommodate all the incoming students.
"We were negotiating to find
every bed that we could,"
Matthews said.
Many RAs are assigned to double-singles, or rooms that can
accommodate two beds. Because
of this, the university "saw 91
beds," Matthews said. According

to Matthews, assigning first-year
roommates to RAs was a last
resort.
"The RAs have been phenomenal about it, they've been troopers,"
Barbara Smith, director of
Residence Life and Programs said.
"They've been very welcoming to
these new students."
According to Smith, the
increase of on-campus students has
decreased the housing flexibility
that the university has had in previous years.
"You can't just move down the
hall when you have a fight with
your roommate," Smith said.
"There's just not as many options."
A handful of students are staying at the University Inn in Orono,
which is offering double-occupancy rooms at a rate of$220 per week,
which translates into $110 per week
for each student. The Milford
Motel on the River also is offering
temporary housing to students,
Matthews said.
The few students who are staying temporarily in lounges are the
first priority to be cleated out due to
fire safety concerns, according to
Matthews. The second priority is
freeing up the RA rooms.
university expects to have
the housing situation fixed as soon
as possible, but it is not sure when
exactly that will be.

Cutler Health Center now will
be charging students a $10 pervisit fee. According to the director of Student Health Services,
Mark Jackson, the fee was calculated to generate an additional
$70,000 in revenue for Cutler,
which is suffering from a lack of
funding.
According to Jackson, Cutler
has been charging for its services for the past six years, but the
full amount of the visit had been
waived for students who paid
the university's comprehensive
fee.
Now, all but $10 of the visit
fee will be waived. The choice
was to either create a $10 pervisit fee or increase fees altogether, and Cutler chose the $10
fee, Jackson said.

Clean clothes
Most returning students
noticed the price increase in
laundry services this fall. The
vend rate for one wash cycle and
one dry cycle now costs $1.25

"Our highest priority is to get
people into a permanent mince,"
Smith said.
"It's been a very complicated
said.
Matthews
process,"
"Hopefully it will be cleared up in a

each. There is a reason behind
the price increase.
New energy-efficient frontloader washers and dryers were
installed in residence halls by the
Mac-Gray Company, Inc. over
the summer.
These facilities cost 25 cents
more than they did last year, but
they use half as much water and
require less soap. They are also
40 percent larger.
The Request for Proposals for
Equipment
and
Laundry
Services issued last February
requires that the company monitor the temperature of incoming
hot water and inform the university of water temperature adjustments required to maintain the
most favorable wash and rinse
water temperatures for energy
conservation.

Employee embezzlement
Joan Bouchard of Milford
was found guilty of embezzling
$40,000 from the University of
Maine over a period of more than
two and half years while she was
an administrative assistant in the
Facilities
Management
Department from June 1999 to
December 2001.
Bouchard stole the funds by
falsifying student time cards and
placing the money into her own
accounts. She was discovered
last April when a student athlete
appeared to be working too many
hours under NCAA regulations,
but was in fact in compliance
with the rules. Bouchard was
sentenced to repay the money
and two years in prison.
All but four months of her
time has been suspended but she
will remain on probation for four
years after her release.

in July. Dana replaced Dwight
Rideout, who had held the position for 30 years.
Dana has been employed at
the university for the past 18
years, formerly serving as the
Senior Associate Dean of
Students before his pronfotion.
Rideout is now in this position as
part of his retirement phase-out.
The Dean of Students oversees many different student
affairs operations, including
Campus Activities and Events,
Greek Affairs, Multicultural
Programs, Judicial Affairs, and
the Counseling Center.
Dana is "engaged in a longterm, deliberate progression of
making this campus more exciting, engaging and communityfocused," he said.
Dana looks to become a
stronger partner with the
Athletics Department and is
focusing on further developing
the Multicultural Student Affairs
Program, he said.
"What goes on in the classroom is primary, but without a
robust and vigorous program of
campus life, this would be a lessthan perfect experience," Dana
said.
Theatre

Department

M.A. Program
The Theatre Department's
Masters Program is under suspension indefinitely beginning
this semester. Classes are being
offered to current graduate students enrolled in the program to
allow them to graduate, but no
new students are being accepted.

Interim Deans Appointed

Robert Dana was promoted to
the position of Dean of Students

Gordon Kulborn was named
Interim Dean of Liberal Arts and
Science July 1, after Rebecca
Eilers was fired from the position
at the end of last semester.
Kulborn has been with UMaine
since 1966 as a professor in the
Psychology Department. He
received his Ph.D. in Psychology
from Vanderbilt University.
Kulborn was a recipient of the
College of Liberal Arts
Outstanding Faculty Award last
year. He has also held dean and
interim dean positions in the
past.
Diana Lawson, associate dean
of the University of Maine's
College of Business, Public
Policy and Health, has been
named interim dean of that college. Lawson replaced Eric
Brucker, who left on June 30 to
become dean of the School of
Business Administration at
Widener University in 'Chester,
Pennsylvania.

few weeks."
Matthews said the university
expects the completion of the new
Doris Twitchell Allen Village 2 will
help ease the strain on campus
housing. It is scheduled to be corn-

pleted in November and will house
about 200 students.
Matthews said that he urges students to register for housing as soon
as possible. Do
this, he said, and
"you should have no
problems."

Hoff to stay at UMaine
President Peter S. Hoff withdrew from candidacy for the
chancellor's position in the
Oregon University System in late
May of this year. Hoff was one of
three announced finalists for the
position that Oregon officials
recruited him for.
-The people in Oregon were
very friendly and the compensation package was extremely generous," Hoff said in a UMaine
press release in May.-But in the
end [my wife] Dianne and I
decided that we would prefer to
remain Black Bears. I am looking forward to ... working to continue the progress we have been
making at UMaine."

Dana named Dean
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Q. I am new on campus, but
have heard legal services are
available to some students. Who
provides the services and who is
eligible for them'?
A. My name is Theodore S.
Curtis, Jr. and on behalf of
Student Legal Services, I would
like to welcome everyone to the
University of Maine. For those
of you who are new to campus,
we are pleased to inform you that
undergraduates who pay a student activity fee are eligible for
free and reduced fee legal services through a plan arranged on
behalf of Student Government by
your Student Senate.
I am an Orono native, a graduate of Orono High School,
Bowdoin College and Harvard
Law School. I have had a law
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practice in Orono for 30 years. I
served for eight years in the
Maine Legislature, and my
responsibilities included the
State
on
Committees
and
Affairs
Government, Legal
sponI
or
Judiciary. As a legislat
sored voting rights for 18-yearolds. I also worked on Maine's
and
Probate
Juvenile,
Administrative Codes. I am
admitted to practice in all pertinent courts, from Maine District
Court to the United States
Supreme Court.
Attorney David Miller is the
other attorney in our office. He
is a graduate of Orono High
School, University of Maine in
1993 and University of Maine
Law School in 1997. Miller has
had experience working for a

district attorney and for the city
of Bangor in code enforcement.
By contract with Student
Government our firm provides
basic legal advice and representation for you, the undergraduate
students, by way of the office of
Student Legal Services, soon to
be located in the basement of the
Memorial Union. Our previous
office was on the second floor of
the Union, but we were "evicted"
as part of the Memorial Union
renovations. Until the new
offices are available for occupancy, we provide services from our
office at 34 Main St., next to the
Bear Brew Pub in downtown
Orono and we are available on
FirstClass (Theodore Curtis) and
by phone 866-3033.
Thanks to the support of The
Maine Campus staff, we have the
opportunity to write a questionand-answer column titled "Legal
Affairs." When answering the
various inquiries submitted by
students, one of our goals is to
encourage readers to become
well-informed on the many

aspects of the law in general, and
to achieve a greater understanding of rights and responsibilities
under Maine law.
Armed with such knowledge,
an individual is much more
empowered to deal with the daily
interweaving of the law in one's
activities, which will lead to less
ambiguity and miscommunication when faced with a "legal"
situation, such as speaking with a
police officer or negotiating a
contract.
A collection of these past
columns is available in the
Student Legal Services folder on
FirstClass under "Archives." All
questions may be submitted via
FirstClass either to Theodore
Curtis or to the Student Legal
Services folder. We look forward to hearing from you and
providing service to you.
Finally, to the returning students, may this academic year
bring you high grades and ever
closer towards your goals of
graduation. To new students:
study hard, have fun and remem-

ber that your four — or five or
six — years here will come and
go in the blink of an eye. Please
make the most of them and stay
out of trouble!
Legal Services of Student
Government are provided by
attorneysTheodore S. Curtis, Jr.
and David R. Miller. Until the
Memorial Union construction is
completed, they may be accessed
directly or by appointment at
581-1789 or 866-3033 or on
FirstClass: Theodore Curtis.
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University construction continues
By Nathan Webster
Assistant News Editor
returning
New
and
University of Maine students
alike couldn't miss all the
heavy construction going on
around campus this past week.
An they shouldn't expect it to
go away any time soon, either.
The Facilities Management
Department, which coordinates
all of the construction projects
on campus currently has many
projects underway all over campus. The department, headed
by director Anita Wihry, has
numerous future construction
plans.
One of the newest and most
notable projects to returning
students is the work being done
to Barrows Hall. The construction there has sealed off a large

portion of land around the
building and Neville Hall.
"We are close to beginning
construction on Barrows Hall,
portions have been demolished," Wihry said. The renovated Barrows will feature an
science
and
engineering
research center.
Facilities
of
One
Management's newer projects,
and one that should be of particular interest to crowded oncampus students, is the Doris
Twitchell Allen Village 2, or
DTAV 2.
According to the building's
manager, William
project
Charland, it should be completed by mid-November.
"[It's] a 200-bed dormitory,"
Charland said. "It'll be occupied for the spring semester."
Balentine Hall also is receiv-

LAB DEATH

ing a facelift. According to
project manager Ron Brown,
the dormitory is undergoing a
major electrical upgrade and a
restroom renovation, as well as
the installation of handicap
access and an elevator. It is
being "spilled up," Brown said.
There are a few construction
projects that have been going
on for the past few years. One
of these, that perhaps affects the
most students, is the work that
has been going on in Memorial
Union.
"We're in the final phase of
work for the project," Charland
said, who is also the project
manager of the Union. "We're
about 95 to 98 percent done.
We're tying up loose ends.
We're completing renovations
of the old basement into a new
student leadership center."

from page 1

Health Administration stan- university doesn't agree with
dards for the university.
the new citations, they can
The university was fined appeal.
$18,000 at the beginning of
"When a final resolution
August for nine violations [regarding the citations] is
found by state safety officials determined with the state, we
examining the Franklin facili- will have more information,"
ty. Just days later those fines Anderson said.
were increased to $111,000
Working with the Office of
after three additional violations Environmental Health and
were discovered by safety offi- Safety, all the issues the bureau
listed in their citation have
cials.
Two weeks ago, university
been addressed at the Franklin
officials met with the director facility. These include correctof the Bureau of Labor ing violations dealing with the
Standards in Augusta where bureau's confined space policy,
they were given the opportuni- as well as a number of things
ty to ask questions regarding including labeling and training.
the citations, Interim Chief
"I'm sure we will be doing
Financial
Officer
Mark
more there and elsewhere in
Anderson said Friday.
the university," Anderson said.
Now, the university must
On the Orono campus, at
gather additional information least one laboratory facility has
requested by the director,"who made, changes due to the
will eventually enter a finding, Franklin accident.
which may result in a new citaThe former lab manager of
tion," Anderson said. If the the Advanced Engineered
Wood Composites Laboratory
was scheduled to leave his
position the day after the
Franklin
accident.
When
Vernon Darling took over the
position, "our focus quickly
S2.5 NJ. /"A II ri St.
went to safety based on what
BREWER
Siiss•-•=
,
t11at45.
had happened," he said.
Darling has rewritten the
lab's safety manual, restricted
access to the lab to only trained
personnel, and is retraining
staff, faculty, graduate and
undergraduate students who
work at the facility. He also is
working on some long-term
changes for the future.

overcome by hydrogen sulfide
fumes. O'Coin was able to rescue the boy before succumbing
to the fumes.
Schaefer was taken to
Children's Hospital in Boston
following the accident where
he was put on a ventilator, but
was recently able to return
home for further medical treatment here in Maine, as reported in the Bangor Daily News
on Aug. 23.
At the request of Schaefer's
family, no information was
being released on his recovery,
university officials said.
After visiting the site, state
officials from the Bureau of
Labor Standards Workplace
Safety and Health Division
found safety violations concerning "permitted confined
space," according to UM
spokesman Joe Carr. The
bureau is in charge of enforcing Occupational Safety and

MAINE rrAkrirrE)41)

Charland also said that the
student radio station, WMEB,
will be moving from its current
location in the East Annex
building into the Union in midOctober.
A project that has been going
on since October of 1999 is the
renovation of Aubert Hall.
"We're wrapping up Phase I
of the project," Curt Bartram,
the site's project manager, said.
Phase I included the renovation of the east wing of the
building. When all renovations
are complete, the building will
be a "state-of-the-art" teaching
and research laboratory center
for the Chemistry Department,
Bartram said.
Yet, not all students are
happy about the extensive construction projects.
"I don't like the construc-

tion going on around campus at
all," said Nigel Kosnow, a second-year political science
major. "It's very noisy and
obnoxious. A lot of times you
have to take alternative routes
to get where you're going
because the construction is in
the way."
Carolyn McDonough, an
associate project manager, said
that Facilities Management tries
to keep noise and obstruction to
a minimum.
"We keep close contact with
the people in the building,[but]
there's only so much you can
do," McDonough said.
Charland said that much of
the noisiest work is going to be
wrapping up soon, but construction will continue. The loudest
work should only be "short and
intermittent," he said.

Public Safety gets new
look, new philosophy
By Catie Joyce
News Editor
If you think you're seeing a lot
more of Public Safety recently,
you're not mistaken. Since going
under the leadership of Chief Noel
March last May, Public Safety has
undergone several changes over the
summer, including a new philosophy of working with the community to prevent crime.
"It's an exciting time for public
safety right now. New building, new
chief, new training, new philosophy," Lt. Alan Stormann said.
Stormann heads up the Community
Policing Division. The division is
made up of 17 police officers.
"Our goal is that people won't
find our police anonymous public
servants," March said,"but rather as
people with whom students can
have relationships with, build trust
with and look to as a resource."
One way of accomplishing this
goal is by finding new ways to reach
out to the community. Students will
see officers patrolling on bicycles
and soon horseback, which, March
said, makes the officers more
approachable.
As well, Community Police will
be assigned specific neighborhoods,
"whereby officers receive added
responsibility for certain buildings
and areas," March said. "This
enhances the level of ownership the
officer has to a particular area and
promotes partnership between RAs,
RDs,students and police officers."
In addition, students will see

Connecting with God, the University community and
eachother.

WORSHIP SERVICE 10am SUNDAYS
Keith Anderson Community Center, beside Orono post
office. Informal, relaxed and relevant!
info@Oronocc.org
866-2605

Public Safety patrolling the mall
area and at a Community Police
Center in Memorial Union, near
The Bookstore. March encourages
students to stop by to say hello, ask
questions and give suggestions.
"I view Memorial Union and the
area around the mall as our downtown — it really is the city of
UMaine," March said."any city our
size has to have police downtown."
Public Safety's main office is
located on the Rangeley Road,
beside Facilities Management.
The new Training and
Development Division played an
important role in training the Public
Safety officers in community policing. The division, manned by Sgt.
Robert Norman and Lt Michael
Zubik,hopes to continue this education not just for its staff but the
UMaine community and communities beyond Orono.
March sees Public Safety as
being a "destination for quality training" in the future. This summer they
held a police bike certification
school where participants came
from as far away as Oregon. Four
members of UMaine's Public Safety
also received the bike patrol training.
The Communications and
Information Division, made up of
six staff members is working on
developing crime analysis and
police reporting through information technology. This division also
does dispatch and 911 calls.
With all of these changes and
expanding roles,Public Safety's top
priority is still safety. "Even the
most vulnerable among us should
be able to live, work and learn here
at the University of Maine," March
said."On that point I will not negotiate. This may sound like a grand
statement, but I mean it."
March also added that they are
not "west-your-own-mother, bythe-book sticklers," but said, "If [a
crime] goes unchecked and people
are not held accountable, that sends
a silent message that it is acceptable
— which is simply not true."
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REMEMBERING

Bells will toll at 8:48, 9:03, 9:43, 10:10am corresponding to the
time ofeach plane crash. The UMaine community may observe a moment of
silence.

12:00 noon, President Peter S. Hoff will give a presentation,"We Will
Always Remember," on the mall followed by a moment ofsilence, tolling of
the bells and music.

12:30 to 2:00 pm Meditation, music and reflective readings.
Quiet music and reflective readings to help foster inner healing and peace will
be interspersed with periods ofsilent meditation. Sponsored by The E.A.P
and the Counseling Center.
Come when you canfor as long as you can,
open to all UMaine students,faculty and staff
Buchanan Alumni House

3:00 to 4:00 pm, Coe Lounge, Memorial Union."9/11: Remembering
and Understanding the Past and Preparing for a Future of Peace and Justice,"
a discussion sponsored by the Maine Peace Action Committee(MPAC). A
15-minute video, "Steps to Peace: The Journey of September Eleventh
Families for Peaceful Tomorrows," will be shown.

4:30 — 6:00 pm A Conversation on Healing and Peace will take place in
the Coe Room, Memorial Union.
Facilitators: Phyllis Brazee, Barb Bla7ej, Yvonne Thibodeau, Isabelle Boisclair.

6:15 — 6:45 pm Interfaith Prayer on the Mall.
7:00 pm The School of Performing Arts will present an impromptu
performance of the Mozart Requiem in Minsky Recital Hall, Class of 1944
Hall, as part of a worldwide choral commemoration. Sheet music will be
available for audience members to participate.

Ongoing events

Wounded America: Images of9/11 A 30-minute multi-media
display of pictures and background music performed by popular artists will be
shown for the campus community continuously from 6:00 am to 11:59 pm
in the Jordan Planetarium on the second floor of Wingate Hall. More
information is available on the Jordan Planetarium website:
http://umainesky.com.

"American Reflections," a video first broadcast on Public TV, will be
shown continuously throughout the day in the lobby ofthe Memorial Union.
The video records the reactions of people on the street in Los Angeles to
the events of 9/11/01. People viewing the video will be invited to record
their thoughts on a message board.

LAMM THE UNIVERSITY OF

MAINE

Sponsored by: The University of Maine Office of the President, Deans of Students, Counseling Center, EAP, Jordan Planetarium,
Marketing Department, Peace Studies, Department of Public Affairs, and Religious Committees of UMaine.
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Pop at
its worst

CDit—

KRIM

No. 1 by the
Princeton
Orono may not have the
attractions of metropolis college towns such as Boston or
Chicago, but the Princeton
Review recently named the
University of Maine No. 1 in
having the most to do on campus. This is a big accomplishment for a school in a little rural
town.
You don't have to look too
far for things to do, there are a
lot of activities right here on
campus. So what was it that the
Princeton Review saw that
many students don't?
The Campus Activities
Board has something for students every night of the week,
for all types and tastes. And best
of all — it's free. There are 195
different student organizations
to join, all listed on FirstClass.
The Maine Center for the Arts,
Student Entertainment and
Campus Activities and Events
work hard to offer numerous
shows for students to attend
throughout the semester. Hall
Governing Boards and other
student organizations even offer
trips to get off campus.
Yet, inspite of the university
offering this wide range of
activities, attendance is still
low at many of these eyents.
For example, last weekend
Campus Activities and Events
sponsored a poorly-attended
Maine Mania Carnival with
live music, free food and other
games and activities. It seems
students would rather sit at
home and complain about being
bored instead of getting off
their butts and participating in
the already available activities.
Think of what this campus
would be like if every event
offered was as well attended as
a hockey game — imagine the
energy; student apathy would
virtually disappear. So try
something new this week,
check out the UMaine calendar, go to one of these events
and bring some friends. And
did we mention most of them
are free? How can any college
student pass that up?

www.mainecampus.com
Letters
Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words in length and
should include the author's name,
address, academic major or job title and
phone number or email address. The
Maine Campus reserves the right to edit
submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono ME 04469-5748
or email:
opineon mainecampus.com
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Coming to terms with your addiction
Envision yourself in your
dorm room the first week of
school. The TV wouldn't fit in
your car, so it was left at home.
The phone permits you to
receive phone calls, but you
cannot check your voicemail or
call out.
Then there's your computer: your prized posession. It's
the one thing that could possibly bring you relief at a time
like this — obviously you
need something to drown out
your pain. But, of course, it's
not working properly. What is
a student to do without Instant
Messenger and FirstClass? I
recently had the privilege of
experiencing how awful this
situation really is.
severely
being
After
deprived of my computer for

ANGELA
FIANDACA
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
about three days, I realized
that they have become our
lifelines. We rely on them —
whether it be to write a paper,
on
professor
a
e-mail
FirstClass or to simply instant
message a friend to ask them
to go to dinner. We've become
dependent on these machines.
Some of us cannot survive
without the use of computer
technology nowadays. Sadly,
I'm one of the guilty.
With the touch of a button I
was once able to talk with
someone half-way across the
country. And the sound ... oh,

you all know the sound I'm
talking about, it's that wonderful little bell that tells me I
have a message. Of course,
this feature is my absolute
favorite. It allows me to keep
in touch more often, affordably and with convenience.
It's just exciting! As the once
welcoming jingle of an incoming message echoed throughout my hall, I sat in despair.
Sadly, it was only over a couple of days, but it felt like
weeks.
Of course e-mailing and
chatting electronically are
great features. But, that's not
all a computer is good for. It
came to the point that I wasn't
able to participate in an online
course I was registered for. I
See ADDICTION page 7

Letters to the Editor
•The Bar That Never Was
I am writing in regard to the
Stillwater Canal Co. Pub
establishment that is currently
taking up space in our
Memorial Union. I write "taking up space" because it serves
no function to anyone until 8
p.m. Does anyone recall that
when it first opened, the time
was 4 p.m. Then the opening
time for the spring semester

The

maine
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The University of Maine newspaper since 1875
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581.1271
eic@malnecunpus.com
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Production Mgr. Tracy Collins • 581.1267
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was changed to 6 p.m. Given
this trend, will it open at 10
p.m. next semester?
My wife and I are both nontraditional students and we try
to ride together when it is feasible. Sometimes there is an
overlapping of schedules that
makes one of us have to wait
for the other. It was at these
times I rather enjoyed a nice
tall glass of frosty cold beer.

Imagine my chagrin when I
read that the place does not
open now until 8 p.m. If this
were a union, I would file a
grievance.
Policy makers for this university, please note, that my
money is now going to Shop-nSave instead of the university
coffers.
Christopher Crockett
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EDITOR

Ever watched a dog poop? It's as
if your eyes are drawn to it. You
don't want to watch but out of the
corner of your eye, you're taking it
all in. I liken some TV shows to this
process: the latest of them being
"American Idol."
I didn't particularly enjoy watching the show. I often found myself
thinking about the many life enriching experiences I could have been
having if I could have just averted
my eyes for a few moments.
The hosts were terrible. Jimmy
Fallon did a nice spoof on the MTV
VMA's — I need not explain. The
judges were a joke. Simon Cowell,
also known as the British dude, was
just fake. Fox did a good job hiring
someone to pretend to hate everyone. Cowell's "honesty" was
matched by the empty thoughts of
Paula Abdul. Her greatest concern
was making sure no one cried — but
I guess I can't blame her for that.
But Randy Jackson, the third judge,
has some legitimacy to him.
Unfortunately, Randy could not
save the show from making a few
other bad decisions.
I guess I couldn't expect this
show to be too good. It is a spin-off
of the British show "Pop Idol."
Amazingly enough, Britain's winner, Will Young, sang for all of us
the second to last show. This man's
voice was so "poppy." He sang
what sounded like a child's nursery
rhyme — I think you get the point.
The winner of this prestigious
competition, Kelly Clarkson, does
have a decent voice. She can belt
out some pretty good notes and
probably fulfilled a lifelong dream
in the process. Justin Guarini, however, was helping Fox make sure
that this show at no time had legitimacy. He sang horribly, his hair was
ugly, and quite frankly, I think he
was kind of fake.
Of all the reasons this show was
horrible,the advertising probably was
See POP page 7
Editorials are the opinions of and written
by the editorial board, whose members
are, Jean Gundersen,'Hwy Collins,Cade
Joyce, Nathan Weixter,Jason Houle, Eric
Russell, Marshall Dury. and Aimee
Dolloff.
The Maine Campus, a nonprofit student publication, is printed at Courier
Publications, Rockland, Maine. Our
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Telephone numbers: Business (subscriptions/accounts): 581.1272:
Advertising: 581.1276; Fax: 581.1274;
Email: info@mainecampus.com. All
content herein 2002 The
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Campus, unless otherwise noted. All
rights reserved.

Addiction

from page 6

couldn't read the lessons my
professor had posted. I couldn't take the quiz that was due.
I couldn't even print out a sylThis intellectually
labus.
handicapped me. I stressed
myself out. There was nothing
I could do besides call the IT
Help Center repeatedly and
end up without any assistance.
This probably does not
seem like the serious dilemma
I've made it out to be. That's
only because, unfortunately,
you're already in the same
boat as me. You're taking it.
for granted that you have this
thing called an Ethernet card
in your computer that allows
you to plug in a cord and,
It's
voila, you're online.

ingenious, isn't it? In the
technical world there are no
guarantees; you can lose it all
in an instant and never know
why. Take that from someone
who knows.
Computers certainly play a
significant role in our lives,
there's no denying that. But
how much is too much? Are
we too dependent on these
machines? Fly solo for a day
without computer technology
and see how frustrating life
becomes. Perhaps the next
time you logon or hear that
great little noise, you'll be a
bit more grateful.
Angela Fiandaca is a junior
journalism major

Pop

from page 6

the worst. I understand that advertising brings in the real money — but
come on! I do not enjoy Ford Focus
commercials — let alone, watching
A.J. Gil or Nikki McKibbin "comically" fighting over the keys to the
car.
The fun isn't over though. Like
every show out there, broadcasting
companies are already planning
spin-offs to over saturate the market.
Like Survivor and Who Wants To
Be A Millionaire, American Idol is
expected to have its weaker imitations. USA is going to run a similar
show, basing the talent around
country music. The historic Star
Search also is going to be revamped
as to model itself after the success of
American Idol. I honestly can say
that weaker imitations are to be
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expected in a case like this.
If you look at the real purpose
behind shows like "American Idol"
— its money. There is no legitimacy in the fulfilling of dreams and
the tears and the cheering. I doubt
anyone at Fox headquarters feels
warm and fuzzy inside about giving Kelly Clarkson a record contract. I think they feel good about
the $20 bills they are probably
using as washrags in their gold
plated bathrooms, though.
Until American Idol is a flash in
our memory, we will have to watch
for the next "hit" TV series. Like a
cancer, American Idol will spawn
until it kills itself —I'm counting the
days.
Marshall Dury is a junior
journalism major

The odd couple
As one walks the hallowed
grounds of the University of
Maine campus this fall one
notices, if the dust of construction work is not too thick in the
air, the presence of yet another
record-high number of freshmen
toting books and backpacks
among the masses. The new students are everywhere: Chatting
over coffee in Memorial Union,
walking in hoards across the
mall, flocking into lecture halls.
And sleeping in study lounges.
For the tremendous influx of
freshmen this fall, UMaine, for
the first time but certainly not the
last, over promised and under
delivered. With inadequate housing to meet the demands of the
students, the university was
forced to improvise living
arrangements, at least temporarily. While this is understandable,
one answer to the problem is far
from acceptable: Housing students in the same room as their
Resident Assistants.
Though peers on an academic
level, the resident and RA have a
relationship that should not be
compromised. An RA undertakes
the responsibility to keep order
and maintain a comfortable living
environment, as well as to administer punishment when necessary.
When an offending resident is living in the same room as his disciplinarian, the RA is presented
with a moral dilemma: Does he
look the other way on his roommate's actions, jeopardizing the
equilibrium of order in the dormi-

porary bedrooms is a better
idea than breaching the hierarchal relationship between resident and resident assistant
that is necessary to maintain
order.
And what about impact on
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS future
applicants?
RA
Programs
and
Residential
Life
offendtory, or does he report the
time
enough
hard
has
a
already
er,jeopardizing the equilibrium of
the
fill
students
to
finding
order in his own room? Either
when
positions;
outcome results in an uncomfort- needed RA
future students contemplate
able situation for the RA.
employment they will have to
The problems arising from
the living arrangements do not consider the possibility of
belong solely to the resident being stuck with roommates
assistant; the roommate is also and subjected to other surprises. The current RAs received
vulnerable. He may be alienated
warning of the crisis only nine
by his fellow residents if he
prior to training, far too
days
law"
"above
the
to
be
appears
time
to make other houslittle
inforclassified
or privy to the
Residential
arrangements.
ing
mation of his peers. This roomPrograms
had this
and
Life
mate is in an awkward position,
but
a
catch-22,
year's
crew
in
posed below the position of the
time
fortunate
next
won't be so
RA but elevated above the other
around.
residents.
While the University of
A resident assistant is an
Maine has been developing
upperclassman that should be
long-term solutions to accomrevered as a supervisor and
modate an increasing student
not regarded as a peer. When
the relationship is compro- body, which is all too evident
given the multitude of conmised, insubordination results
and the RA becomes unable to struction sites, sufficient shortterm fixes have not been
perform his duties efficiently
thought out so as to safeguard
and effectively.
It seems a better answer to orderly student life. It is in the
best interest of all involved
the housing shortage would
parties — the university, resihave been to force double-single residents to take a room- dents and resident assistants—
mate, or for RAs to reside in
to avoid such compromising
singles so that two residents situations.
Brad Prescott is a senior
may be doubled up. Even conEnglish and economics major
verting study lounges to tern-

Targeting campus thought
Free speech under attack

It claims good people.
7" RE4T DE PRE SSiCiN
CaLise of Stiu

r It

http://www.save.org

Why, one wonders, are various
conservatives and other voices of
the political right seemingly driven
to drawing up enemy lines?
In the late 1940s,they produced
blacklists of men and women in
Hollywood and the media whom
the right charged with being
Communists or sympathizers. In
1950, Sen. Joseph McCarthy came
up with his famous (but nonexistent) list of 205 names "known to
the secretary of state as being
members of the Communist Party
and who nevertheless are still
working and shaping the policy of
the State Department."
And President Nixon had his
own enemies list.
Several months after the horrific events of Sept. 11 came another
list, compiled by the conservative
American Council of Trustees and
Alumni. Condemning what it
called a "blame America first"
reaction on college campuses, the
list singled out certain professors
as the "weak link" in America's
response to the attacks of Sept. 11
for pointing "accusatory fingers"
at the United States instead of the
terrorists.
Sen. Joseph Lieberman called
the council's report "unfair and
inconsistent for an organization

JOHN
BUNZEL
KRT CAMPUS
devoted to promoting academic
freedom" and asked that it cease
referring to him as a "cofounder."
It is not necessary to expand on
the importance of the university as
an institution of free speech
(acknowledged by the council).
What needs to be emphasized is that
the current threats to academic freedom are significantly different from
those that defined the McCarthy era.
Fifty years ago the government
tried to tell the public what was
permissible and impermissible
speech. Today, as many observers
have noted, it is public sentiment
that often dictates behavior.
This is why a responsibility
of the council should be to
strengthen the resolve of
trustees to protect the university from the intrusion of politics and the passions of an
aroused off-campus public. In
its zeal to expose "patriotic
incorrectness," the council
should not lose sight of a vital
role of universities in a time of

crisis.
" Many professors (especially in
the humanities and social sciences)
are openly left-liberal in their political outlook. Some of them used
the events of Sept. 11 to express
their enmity toward the United
States in statements such as, "We
have ourselves to blame for the
attacks."
A campus is where one expects
to hear outrageous and offensive
ideas and where one has the right to
be outraged and offended. But it's
also where one has been able to
hear thoughtful and deliberative
discussions of how to fight terrorism, discussions that go beyond
choices of "right versus wrong" and
the dictum "you are either with us
or against us."
One may strongly support
the goal of eradicating terrorism but still question whether
our means and actions may
sometimes be working against
our best interests.
Conservatives should he
among the first to insist that the
unhindered and "robust exchange
of ideas" our universities provide
should not be reduced to easy or
simplistic moral categories.
John Bunzel is a student at
Boston College.
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Welcome Freshmen
woors, we mean first-year students

HAROLD

ALFOND

UMAINE DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING •TOBY HOLLIS PHOTO

The class of 2006

Dealing with roomat s homesickness — okay, maybe not and the
asses and a social life...
stress of m
It may seem overw
have nofear.
iie. a ght to you by your
a
Here's your all-in-ono s
friendly, neighborhood college newspaper staff.

Expert advice from an experienced senior
By Brad Prescott
For The Maine Campus
So you made it. You loaded all
your worldly possessions into the
minivan, found your 100 square
feet of residence and said goodbye to Mom and Dad. Finally,
you're the one calling the shots.
You can dye your hair pink, have
beer for breakfast and pizza for
dessert. Nobody's around to mollycoddle you anymore. The family thinks you're living at the
library. Grandma thinks you're
building a library. You think there
is a library, somewhere, but this
is just going to be a four-year
vacatism. None of you are correct.
There's plenty of fun to be had
in college, but if you don't crack
the occasional textbook cover it's

going to be goodbye UMaine and
hello dank basement sleeper sofa
come December. If you want to
survive your first year of college
life, heed the following invaluable advice of an omniscient senior.
If you've made it to the bookstore to purchase your textbooks
you've already had your first lesson in college economics: You
don't have much money. From
now on, there are certain words
that will trigger a Pavlovian
response of excitement: "free"
and "student discount." You will
never cease to be amazed at what
will be discounted in the name of
education: food, entertainment,
even beer.
Search for these deals and relish in the fact that you can delay
those pathetic "send money"

phone calls for days or even
weeks.
, You can't take accounting yet,
but learning a little personal
budgeting will keep you fed and
funded through the semester's
end. You decided on the sevenmeal plan. That means you have a
whopping $480 in dining funds to
swipe away at your leisure. But
before you buy smoothies and
mocha lattes for the gang, do the
math. Over 15 weeks you can
only spend around $4.50 a day
without running the account dry.
To keep your costs down, buy
your coffee at the library's Oaks
Room Café instead of the Union
and be wary of ordering delivery
food on your MaineCard.
All this talk offood brings one
to the next harsh reality of college life: You are going to get fat.

It's no contest for us husky
upperclassmen to spot a freshman since you're 20 pounds
lighter than the thinnest of our
ranks. We've been subsiding for
years on a diet of pizza, Ramen
noodles and Natty Light while
you're still slim from high school
sports and Mom's home cooking.
Unless you want to be comparing
beer bellies with Uncle Frank this
Thanksgiving, drop the computer
mouse and remote control and get
out of your dorm room. There are
plenty of things to do on campus.
Play some intramural sports or
get involved in a student government or service organization. All
will keep you active and help you
meet people.
"Well, this is all well •and
good," you are now undoubtedly
thinking,"But how do I pass my

~sow.ve
..
.
4 11.1.0.41.1010411.0.41,

classes?" There's one cardinal
rule that cannot be discounted:
You have to go to class. While
this practice won't single-handedly reserve you a spot on the
dean's list, it's proven that maintaining some level of consciousness through your biology lecture
will safeguard you from complete
failure.
While this "survival guide"
attempts to enlighten you on a
few points best understood at the
beginning of your college career,
it is by no means complete. There
are plenty of lessons and emotions that only can be appreciated through experience, like that
feeling of waking up with your
clothes on backwards, your shoes
stuck to the floor, having no idea
where the hell you are. It's a wild
time — make the most of it.

Monday, September 9,2002
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Here it is. All you need to know...
(except the answers to your math exam)
The ins and outs of
campus drinking games
By Jennifer Gundersen
Editor in chief
Having been a freshman once,
'too long ago, I am familiar with
the extracurricular activities that
will be filling your spare time in
the coming year: parties and
beer. However, as intelligent and
sophisticated college students, it
is too easy for us just to drink the
beer. Enter: drinking games, the
be all and end all of college
entertainment. So, to ensure you
first-years aren't left in the dark,
here is a list of some of the
games that you will no doubt
encounter on the party circuit.
I. Beer Die
This may be the king of all
college drinking games, enjoyed
by students from Maine to
Washington. It most certainly
rules supreme at UMaine among
fat boys, jocks and engineers
alike. However,. the complex
rules and different versions make
it a vastly different game from
house to house, not to mention
state to state. So, here's a crash
course for beginners. The game
can be played with two or four
players who divide up and sit on
opposite sides of a large piece of
plywood, each with a full keg
cup. The goal: to toss a die into
an opposing player's cup resulting in a "plunk" and two points.
Be careful, if the die misses the
cup don't let it hit the floor.
That's a point for the other team.
There are many other rules to

this game, almost enough to
make your head spin before you
take your first sip. The best thing
to do is reference the house rules,
which any responsible party host
will post prominently by the
table. The drawback, boys: This
is not a favorite game among the
ladies and sometimes leaves
them looking for an exit.
2. Beer Pong or Beirut
A variation of the dominate
Die, it's a little more fast paced
and more female friendly. The
game starts with a pyramid of
partially filled kegs cups on each
end of the table. The players toss
a ping-pong ball back and forth
trying to land it in one of the
cups. The first team to loose all
their cups has had a lot to drink
and has lost the game. If there is
plenty of room around the table,
make it a "live ball" game. Once
the ball bounces off the table, it's
a free-for-all to try and grab it.
3. Flip Cup
Nothing gets a party started
like this team game. Line up the
teams on either side of the table
and put a little beer in each player's keg cup. When someone
yells "go" the cheering begins
and so does the drinking. The
first person on each team chugs
the contents of his or her cup and
then balances it on the edge of
the table. The skill comes when
the player then tries to flip the
cup so it lands upside down on
the table. Once they accomplish

Bank account friendly fun
thing, and one thing only: Free
pizza. Oh, and do you see that
word "free?" Live it, learn it.
Welcome to college dear, Because it's your new best
dear, freshmen. Welcome to the friend.
' *Three words: Trailer Trash
best years of your lives. But most
a.k.a.
Spotlight
Tuesday
importantly: Welcome to poverdollar
night.
You can
Cinema's
ty. In a few months certain
your
see
favorite
go
flicks
from a
changes will start to take place.
ago
month
for
less
than
the
cost
Frat parties will quickly lose load
of
a
laundry.
And
of
guys,
their novelty, your parents will stop sending you money and the. 480 don't get any cheaper than
Bursar's office will be scratching this. Unless she is.
at your front door likdi pack of i. *Tip,,,some time to go.,cpeck
out the Bear Brew Pub. Although
wild dogs.
outre'ndmittedly too yank to
Like I said ... welcoine to
enjoy
a tall glass of Midnight
lege.
So, here's a list of things your Stout, the food is great, and betsoon-to-be broke-ass will appre- ter yet, cheap. Monday's mean
two-for-one Burger nights at the
ciate shortly down the road.
'Clubs on campus: Go to their Brew and on Tuesday's the same
recruitment meetings and at least goes for pizza. Get used to this
pretend to be interested because place because it may undoubtedthese meetings usually mean one ly become a staple of your
By Jason Houle
Style Editor

this task, after one try or 50, it's
the next person's turn to repeat
the action. The game continues
like a race until one team finishes and the room bursts into victory cheers or complaints. It's a
fast-paced and loud crowd pleaser, sure to keep the party hopping
well into the night. And, if the
guy's egos can take it, play this
game girls versus boys,since this
is a game where the girls usually
rule.
4. Card Games:
Card games are a little more
space friendly, allowing them to
be played anywhere, including
cluttered dorm rooms. All you
need is a couple decks of cards,

which can be purchased at your
local supermarket, often located
— where other than — the beer
isle. Now, there are so many
choices of card games it would
take this whole page to name
them — let alone describe them.
So, I will choose one, Asshole.
It's the most common drinking
game and generally easy to handle after a six-pack or two. In a
nut shell, each player has seven
cards. The first player lays down
a card and the next player must
lay down the same card value or
higher. If you don't have a card
to play: Drink. There are many
subtleties to this game, but you
won't have to look far to find an
asshole guru. Try your next door

UMaine atmosphere.
•Orono House of Pizza: 8665505 is a number soon to be
imbedded into your permanent
memory. With daily specials
Including a large pizza with
breadsticks and a two liter of
soda for $11.99, you can bring
some normalcy into your eating
habits. And remember kids, you
can use your Maine Card.
Besides, if you eat at Stewart
Commdns on a Friday night, the
only shots,you'll be taking will
be l'eptó";flismol.
,FinØly, if all else fails, the
ig Apple on Main Street has a
six-pack of Natty Light with
your name on it for a meager
$3.39. And if you still insist on
more bang for your buck,a 40 of
Beast Ice will run you $1.49. Oh
... and take my advice. Use a
straw.
neighbor for starters.
Well, those are just the
basics. There are a slew of other
games played on plywood, with
cards or with nothing but your
frosty beverage of choice. To
learn about the many wonders
of these college pastimes check
out BarMeister.com. Have fun.
We here at The Maine
Campus do not suggest underage drinking and remind the
under-21 crowd that these
games can be played with
water, apple juice or any other
beverage. We do admit, however, it's much more fun with
beer.

867-5309 won't get you much around here....
but here are some useful numbers(and websites)
By Jessica Bishop
Staff Reporter
Overwhelmed yet? There is
so much to remember when
arriving on campus that even
your own phone number may
still be a mystery to you. So
we thought we would help.
Keep these important numbers
and websites handy and you'll
be on the right track.

Numbers to Know:
Cutler Health Center
581-4179
Need an appointment or
have questions about services
and staff? Give Cutler a call.

Public Safety
581-4040

If you have a complaint or
need the assistance of an officer.

MCA Box Office
581-1755
Call to order tickets for the
next big show at the Maine
Center for the Arts.

Walking Companions
581-WALK (9255)
If you're uneasy about walking alone at night. A team of
one male and one female will
pick you up and walk you to
where you need, call between 6
p.m. and midnight.

Pat's Pizza
866-2111
You can't go to UMaine
without learning to love Pat's
Pizza. This Orono staple also
serves great sandwiches and

meals too.

581-SNOW (7669)
Pizza Dome
827-6869
You can never get tired of
pizza — especially after a long
night on the party scene. Pizza
Dome understands. They are
open until 2 a.m.

China Wall
941-9331
This one is for those of you
that don't like pizza — if there
are any of you who exist out
there.

Old Town Taxi
827-8800
Let's be safe kids. The added
bonus: If you missed out on the
talk about where the big party is
this weekend, your local taxi
driver is sure to know.

It's too early yet but that first
snow storm is just around the
corner.

bandwagon. Download AOL
Instant Messenger now.

www.snood.com
The ultimate addiction
game. Kiss studying goodbye.

WebsitesYou Need:
www.amazon.com
www.umaine.edu
information
access
To
regarding any aspect of campus,
never forget your school webpage.

www.google.com
It's a great search engine to
find exactly what you are looking for for that paper due tomorrow.

www.aim.com
"What's your screen name?"
It's a question you'll hear more
than any other. So, hop on the

The place to find textbooks,
videos and DVDs at better
prices than the University
Bookstore.

www.umaine.dailyjolt.com
Commons menus, TV listings, athletic schedules,
wacky professor quotes, a student forum, news updates,
weather updates, local restaurant information, entertainment links and much more. Set
the UMaine Daily Jolt as your
homepage and get all the info
you need all in one place.

Heyl

terrible
Sore

uovi to

advice. oft

stualow,
escave

By Nathan Webster
Assistant News Editor
Finals will be coming up
sooner than you think, so many
students will find it necessary to
hit the books all semester long in
hopes of attaining grades at least
good enough to stay enrolled.
However, there are ways to make
it to finals without actually
studying or reading. Sure, you
could pour your time and effort
into honestly learning the delicate subtleties of English 101,
but who wants to do that? Read
on, and you'll find five unique
ways to avoid the hardships of
studying.
1. Pay someone to do your
assignments. Unfortunately, this
technique will be reserved for
those of you who are more financially well-off or have very generous parents. Dishonest bookworms will generally be willing
to lend their services,— for a hefty
fee. A good paper might cost you
upwards of $100, and your minimum-wage work study job isn't
going to cut it. Oh, and don't
deal drugs to cover your homework costs!
2. Fake illness. This one
tends to work well, but you'll
have to be crafty. Everyone
knows it's not difficult to get a
note from Cutler that excuses
you from going to class.
However, some especially cruel
professors might require you to
do your assignments anyway,
even though you've been suffering from "a serious case of
explosive diarrhea." Also,Cutler
might cut you off after several
dozen visits. And with the new
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You look like a freshman

$.10 per-visit fee, this technique
could get expensive as well.
By Marshall Dury
3. Find someone smaller than
Opinion Editor
you and threaten to kick the crap
out of them if they don't do your
Whoever told you that college
homework. This tactic works is nothing like high school was
especially well for football play- 99 percent correct. However,
ers and other burly or otherwise one thing has not changed since
intimidating individuals. Few
your senior year — picking out a
pint-sized freshmen will resist first-year student is easier than it
demands to do someone else's was in high school. and now you
work with the threat of serious are the target. But I am going to
bodily injury. And even if they help you out and share a few
do refuse, you can still have fun helpful tips on how to cover up
dealing out wedgies and swirlies. the sometimes limiting effects of
4. Make the professor think being a freshman.
he or she is sexy. Everyone past
Do not walk around campus
the age of 40 would like to with your highlighted map, tracbelieve that he or she is still ing the path to your next class or
attractive to those who are half building. I recommend taking a
his or her age. Just make com- good walk around campus on a
ments a few times a week like, Saturday to learn the paths,
"Ooh, you look nice today" and buildings and land marks. After
"What are you doing tonight?" properly learning to gauge your
What professor is going to fail distances, you will easily be able
his or her biggest admirer? This to navigate your way around
works especially well on male campus.
professors. What middle-aged
Learning to swipe a Maine
math professor wouldn't like to Card is not as tricky as it seems.
think a 19-year-old girl wants to Under the cover of dark, a firstjump his bones? Be careful year can easily learn to avoid the
with this one though, it might embarrassing
of
moment
get you in trouble with a little improperly using his or her
something called "sexual Maine Card. Strike quickly, with
harassment."
precision, and do not give the
5. Don't actually do the
work at all. Okay, so this one
kind of goes without saying.
But never forget that it is an
option. To avoid all that studying and reading, you could just
not do it at all. You could spend
your time partying, playing
video games, hitting on professors, or whatever. Hey, no one
ever said that every technique
on this list was going to get you
to finals without failing in the
class.

second swipe a thought when in
large crowds.
I also find that first-years
enjoy thumping around the halls
at 2 a.m. more often than their
older classmates. Lets try to
show some respect to the "older
members" of the resident halls —
no early morning wrestling
matches.
Do not be scared of the conveyor belt that the dining commons trays are taken away on.
Hit and runs work best the first
few times. Drop your tray and
go. Do not turn around if you
hear breaking dishes.
Use the fine waste disposal
facilities located in the dorms.
Empty sink rooms, a bathroom
and the elevator are poor places
for trash. First-years seem to
enjoy paying for the janitors to
clean up your average pizza box
or haircut.
Get to know the lyrics to the
Stein Song. Eyes are drawn
quickly to the students who cannot belt the lyrics to this angelic
symphony during a hockey or
football game. For the musically
***** who cannot learn a new
song in nine brief months, just
know the fist raising "drink,

drink, drink" chant in the middle
of the song — you can hide
behind that pretty well.
For all the first-year guys out
there, sorry. Women don't usually dig the first-years. While
some males have been known to
strike gold during their first year,
it's rare. As a first-year, hang out
in "the back" at parties and do
not hit on random women.
Being a single first-year student
can suck — being rejected
because you're a first-year can
suck a lot more.
As for female first-year students, the best advice I can give
you: Most guys lie. I would
estimate 50 percent of college
males are players and riothing
else. Be mindful of older men
who seem too good to be true.
Despite all the trials, tribulations and Bio 100 exams,
remember this: Have fun.
Don't hold on to anything
from home too tight — i.e. your
three-year high school sweet
heart. As stupid as it sounds,
college really is a_ time of
exploration and self-discovery. Being a first-year can be
one of the best experiences of
your life — don't pass it up.

Are you breathing easier?
The Maine Campus staff hopes that youfound
our little survival guide helpful.
Heed our advice or send it to the recycling bin.
Either way, Enjoy being a Freshman!

For all yOur campus news, at home or
away...

Log on to

WWW.MAINECAMPUS.COM
Hop online arid sign up for our
e-mail edition today!
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WE WANT YOU TO CHECK OUT WHAT
BEING CREEK IS ALL
ABOUT!
SEPT. 9TH 8PM-12AM IFC CHAPTER HOUSE TOURS (fraternity only)
watch Monday Night Football and visit as many houses as you would like...
bring your friends!
IFC Chapter Recruitment events: (all events meet at the individual chapter houses)
SIGMA PHI EPSILON, 375 College Ave.
LA1VIDA CHI ALPHA,95 College Ave.
Wed., 9/11: Volleyball/Movie/Pizza at 6pm
Tues., 9/10: Ghetto Mall Arcade at 6pm
Fri., 9/13 : Bowling at 6pm
Tues., 9/17: Whiffle Ball at 6pm
Sat., 9/21/02: Horse Shoe Games at 3pm
START A NEW FRATERNITY!
BETA THETA PI, Muson Road
SIGMA ALPHA MU, A
Mon., 9/9 : House Tours 8:30pm & Patriots
JEWISH FRAFri., 9/13 : Video games, movies, billiards w/the PREDOMINATELY
TERNITY IS SEEKING COLONIZAbrothers
Wed., 9/18 : Dinner at 5pm and then bowling
TION AT UMAINE. FOR MORE
KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR OUR THURSDAY
AD FOR THE....ROCK

AGAINST RAPE

FEAUTRING SEEKING HOMER OUT OF NEW
JERSEY

9-14-02
..............................................................
........
........
visit wwvv.ume.maine.edu/greek for more
info or e-mail:
Theodore Pietz on First Class
.............................................

INFO,
CONTACT JOEL SIMONS ON FIRST
CLASS..

SORORITYFORMAL
RECRUITMENT STARTS
SOON!
Visit sign-up tables on the mall!
9/12 and 9/13 10am-3pm
Sign-up in the dining commons!
9/11 and 9/12 4:30pm-6:30pm
YOU MUST SIGN UP FOR
FORMAL RECRUITMENT TO
PARTICIPATE. DON'T MISS OUT!
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by phil flickingcr(www.1-e-x.com)

Crossword

TEMY
GUYS, To SToRES NAvE
-rm./5 of COOL TriiNGS
BEARS To
FLIP COLLEGE kIPS. vioro IMPRESS
GAMES, SUPER RAKERS- CRICKS?

MY You
to4EN DID
TWO COULD GET OUT
OF -NE SOPPING
CART, ANYwAY ?

ACROSS
1 Vag y dadant
7 ii4ty pollution
11 (kV*&lido
14
15 Gait of "TOCOlia
18 OPEC idtto-kll
17 halals Ctiset
18 MakesSuilstte

CAPTAIN RIBMAN

SoRRV)
SIR.

by Sprenge meyer &Davis

Prince Cbarmint
WHY DO

SO MANY MODELS
AND ACTORS DYE
THEIR HAIR?

I HAD MY COLON
PIERCED.

/VENIRES

VIDEO RETURN.

u
1,4 I.., nig i
ill NI
a
1
ori
....
..
,,..
.
.....
.......

7 Landk13 aiea
Get tityariat
9 Map dental
Process
10 tad Teat:inert
4ato
11 tipper oat%
12 Snukic
13 I.V8ratti Cperi
wrinet
Acier Cd
vy Of
21 Vteitti
cheat
Z.1 Six duo atter
Chnetnitts
43 San's
25 Catalina eland
64 Not as mbon
24 u1qarr
65 Trawled
26 lhottecan city
29 *Saran saier
DOVVII
31 Nb.rt9 c109
1 Courcerissar
33 Petal in cfrx
2 Very hariclwrno 34 Cottcep1
tun
35 Cutege
fievroy, MA
3 I haw Nan
4 Jaciais Ansiota 3/)Orr
5 Bags
34 Vete Jar
4 To ad
41 G-stsatp

THE SAME REASON

THE

20"Irry
Laza(OHM
21 Foolith
22 Buldko3
23 Sleep
24 Seattle(rub
caStally
27 Mil.119 Squaloc
OrOkriant
20 Prepared ki play
30 Put Slitast3
31 Got standard
321 Know Karr he
reels' singer
33 Deedlodt.
36 Study al
ineritaluri
35 Tuck seals
40 Waist Ottilat
42 Psyches g*
43 Moti..y.
45 Galva sprat
4/ Amnions
SI Wriler %moo
52 Alienticri gate!
53 Wry taca
54 Alamo nowt
54" Sheiks:
Aching Stones Its
57 Maxim
59 therk-stine
protectian
60 Isnuied
81 Sewn intmlaiy

5t RETURN.

SKUV

Solutions
=BOOM DOOM B 3
DOM MOO 13 1
COMM COMM=
ODOM MEMOS
MOO UUM OMMUCC
OMUUMOO OOMMOUU
MO MOB 00M0
DOO OODMOVU UDhl
OOMM MOO Omo
nmonown MEMO LO I
BOOMOO MMO OM
Donlan= COMM
MUMOOOMM C00000
OOM MOOD MUMME
OMB 00MB KIM0000
44 SW COMM'II
bra 40[44/0109
46 P414
47 say bitsy
48 Wow:at
49 ltdr/rAit
50 0o744

DITHERED TWYTS

BY
WILLIAM
MORTON
ammu
REET URN.

RETURNS
AGAIN

S2 KM/41/1126
* VIllsties
56 ttki Ow nein
57 Civil and
Otiponn
MI Eomy lessor
59 Can maternal

stall walina

FROM THE EARTH
WE CAME. TO
THE EARTH WE
SHALL RETURN.

Bob Dylan...142e early years

MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

New players wanted
Women's Rugby
for
ty! Zeta Beta Tau is team.
No experilooking for men to start ence
necessary.
a new Chapter. If you Contact Sara Hayes
on First Class.
are interested in aca•
•
•
demic success, a
chance to network and
an aopportunity to make WORK FOR PEACE!!
jobs
friends in a non-pledg- 2 work-study Peace
in
open
ing Brotherhood, email Studies
Program.
zbt@zbtnational.org or Call/email
Barb
Blazej, 581-2609.
call 00-431-9674.
Start your own fraterni-

TRAVEL

WANTED! Reserve
online at
StudentCity.com or
call 800-293-1445 for
more info!

#1
Spring
Break
Mexico,
Vacations!
Bahamas,
Jamaica,
Florida, Texas! Cam_pus
Best
reps wanted!
•
•
•
prices, free parties &
meals! 1-800-234-7007
or email us at:
SELL SPRING BREAK
endlesssummertours.com.
TRIPS! ALL THE FUN &
PROTECTION AMERI• • •
CAN
EXPRESS
WORLDWIDE. GUARSpring Break 2003!
ANTEED BEST BUY. 1
The ultimate vacation. FREE TRIP FOR EVERY
FREE FOOD, FREE
10 PAID OR CASH
DRINKS! REPS
STARTING WITH THE

FIRST BOOKING YOU
SELL—WE COLLECT
PAYMENTS. WORLD
CLASS
VACATIONS,
800-222-4432.
•

Spring Break 2003
with STS—America's
#1
Student
Tour
Operator. Sell trips,
earn cash, travel free.
I nformation/R eservati
ons 1-800-648-4849
or email ststravel.com.
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Tuesday 9/10 Java Jive: Adrian Wingard.
Stillwater Pub in the Memorial Union. 8
p.m.

ST LE
Warmfront signs 'Airtight' deal
Wednesday 9/11 Kickin' Flicks: "The
Rookie" 100 Donald P. Corbett Business
Building. Showtimes at 7 and 9 p.m.

Y

UMaine band joins Red Group
Records, anticipates future
Parvanta.
The band chose to sign with the
label after meeting now-manager
Ron Dyer at a performance with
Ever since Warmfront formed
established
semester,
last
recording artists
they have wasted
6gig early this
no time in both
writing and perOrrOW6 summer. The
group officially
forming
their
with
music. By the Sat 9/14: 8pm Rock signed
Dyer's label in
end of the acaagainst Rape with
demic year they Seeking Homer, Sig August, shortly
after recording
appeared to be at
Ep house. free, all
upcoming
their
the top of their
ages
EP,Airtight, with
game; releasing
Jon
producer
a four song EP,
Thurs. 9/19: Club
and even acquir- Ushuaia 18+, 5 bucks Wyman of Big
Sound studio.
ing a following
Wyman,
of sorts.
Fri: 9/20: 6:30pm with
who
is known
band,
The
boombazi. at The
work
for
his
of
consisting
Edge 7 bucks, all
with
the
Rustic
Brandon Jones
ages
Overtones,
on vocals, axe
Jeremiah Freed,
man Ben Flood,
and 6gig, was
Nate
bassist
even considered
and
Warren,
drummer Adam Parvanta, is as a stipulation in the recording
intent on furthering that success. contract.
"We said we wouldn't sign
And with the summer behind
unless we could record with who
them, a recording contract with
Red Group Records, and the we chose," said Parvanta. "And
master copy of a soon to be it's awesome to work with
released second EP under their [Wyman]."
Airtight, scheduled for release
belt, the group now feels ready to
in
three weeks, boasts an
better
things.
take on bigger and
increase
in both recording qualilabel
that
surRed Group, a
and
what the group calls
ty,
faced after Maine's premiere
record company, Ripchord, dis- "focus."
"This time we were way more
solved, gives the band creative
freedom and acts as a potential together. The songs are a little bit
more powerful," said Flood.
stepping stone for their success.
"They hope to get us onto a "When we first started out we
major label down the road," said didn't know what we were going
By Jason Houle
Style Editor

U pco m i rig

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
Ben Flood, guitarist of Warmfront jams with his band and fans on stage at Campus
Activities Board's Maine Mania event on the Mall Saturday. Students took tothe Mall to
partake in free food, laser tag, and obstacle courses.
to be — you got four guys playing music and you don't know
how its going to turn but, so you
have to try a little bit of every-

thing. So that's what we're doing
right now, we're still playing a
little bit of everything; but in the
meantime we found out exactly

what we want to do with our
sound. So now the new material
See WARMFRONT on page 15

From Copperfield to Rent: MCA unveils 2002 schedule
By Jessica Bishop
Staff Reporter
With over a dozen shows
before Christmas, the Maine
Center for the Arts is sure to
have something special to
delight people of all ages and
preferences.
The variety
ranges from music to dance to
theatre and beyond.
Kicking off the 2002-2003
season at the Maine Center for
the Arts will be the gala performance of the Lincoln
Center Jazz Orchestra, with
special guest Wynton Marsalis.
Comprised of fifteen jazz
soloists and players, the group
will perform pieces ranging

from historic times to the more
well-known arrangements by
the likes of Benny Goodman
and Duke Ellington. Marsalis
himself is the recipient of eight
Grammy awards and was the
first jazz musician to ever win
the Pulitzer prize for music.
The performance will begin at
7 p.m. on September 28, and
will be followed by a gala
reception.
Possibly the highlight of the
season,"Rent" will come to the
stage on Sunday, October 6 at 3
p.m. and 7p.m. The Broadway
musical will showcase the conflicts of life faced by young
artists in New York City. Set at
the time that AIDS becomes a

significant issue, this multiple
award winning show will draw
the audience into the emotional
state of the problem.
The month of October will
also include Scrap Arts Music,
a percussion theatre group,
who will look to liven up the
audience with their unique
style of creating music on recycled trash. During Women's
Week 2002, comedienne Lily
Tomlin will stop by and play
up to the audience in her standup routine. The Grammy-nominated Eroica Trio will bring
their string and piano ensemble
to share selections from their
multiple recordings at the end
of the month.

The first show of November
will be the Weston Playhouse
Theatre Company's version of
David Copperfield. One of the
oldest continuing theatre companies in the country, the
group looks to share the ups
and downs of the famous
magician. The Shangri-La
Chinese Acrobats will cartwheel onto the stage on
November 16, and deliver
more than 60 minutes of flips,
balancing acts and other outstanding feats.
"Swing!" the musical will
appear on November 26, delivering more than 30 take-yourbreath-away dance numbers.
Nominated for the "Best New

Musical" Tony award, among
others, "Swing!" will bring
alive original songs, as well as
classic songs, such as "Sing,
Sing, Sing."
The Three Irish Tenors will
star in "Christmas from
Dublin" on December 21.
Including famed Riverdancer
Ciaran Nagle, the holiday
delight will also include Irish
dancers and musicians, comedian Jacqueline Whelan, and
Tom Cregan from Royal Opera
Covent Garden .
For questions on any of the
shows, please visit the Maine
Center for the Arts website, or
call the box office at 581-1755
or 800-MCA-TIXX.
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"I was in the bathroom beating the bishop
SNL Comic Darrell Hammond brings "personality" to MCA
By Diana McElwain
Staff Reporter
-Come on you hormonal t**kups, how are you doing?"
This was the warm greeting
offered by comedian John Fuglestan
as he opened for comedian Darrell
Hammond last Wednesday at the
Maine Center for the Arts.
The venue was packed with students who had come to see
Hammond, the Saturday Night Live
comic who is best known for his
impersonations of Bill Clinton.
This audience, however,ended up
getting much more than it bargained
for.
Fuglestan, fresh from his stint on
"America's Funniest Home Videos,"
described himself as Bob Saget —
The Next Generation.
He began with offering career
advice to the audience, inviting the
arts students to practice saying,"Do
you want fries with that?"
He then proceeded to hit on several female audience members, asking
one lucky girl for a date to Subway.
"Do you want a six-inch or can
you handle a foot-long?" he asked.
Thrilled to be performing at a
school where nearly everyone was
"as white as [him]," he spoke of
his hopes to land a pritnetime deal
as a modern-day Bill Cosby.
On discussing his love of gangster rap, Fuglestan listed off rapper names that can be found in the

home starting with the bathroom:
Oral B,Ammonia D,KY-Jelly and
even the G-Spot — but he was
quick to admit he couldn't find
that one.
"Of course," said Fuglestan."An
American man couldn't find a clitoris
with two hands and a Hubble
Telescope."
Andjust when the crowd was seconds away from rolling in the aisles,
out came Darrell Hammond.

"I wanted to see if
drinking a fifth of
gin a day affects
your grades," said
Hammond."Turns
out it does."
Hammond
Clad in black,
emerged to thunderous applause. He
immediately began to boast about his
own college experience and his solid
2.1 GPA— with cheating.
"I wanted to see if drinking a fifth
of gin a day affects your grades," said
Hammond."Turns out it does."
He then began to discuss current
events, such as the launching of
N*SYNC's Lance Bass into outer
space.
"One down,four to go!" cheered
Hammond.
He also discussed the latest in the

Kennedy family saga, commenting

from page 14

WARMFRONT
is going to replace the stuff we
don't want to do anymore. It's
going to be more rock, more fast,
and a lot more fun."
And while success is important to the members of the group,
it is obviously the "fun" aspect
that stands out as the band's top
priority.
"With so many negative
bands out there, we're trying to
do something different," said
Flood. "When you're all
depressed, then that's a good
time to listen to the angry stuff
— that music becomes your
friend. But when you're ready to
get back on your feet and enjoy
your life, that's when Warmfront
becomes your friend. Warmfront
is the band that tells you to suck
it up and then takes you out to
get wasted. And then we draw
weiners on your face when you
pass out, take pictures and send
them to your mom."
For more information visit
www.warmfrontband.com

on how one Kennedy's alibi was
masturbation.
"Only a Kennedy could use that
excuse," Hammond said before
launching into a convincing Ted
Kennedy impression. "I was in the
bathroom beating the bishop."
Of course, he could not discuss
politics without speaking of the man
whose face so resembles his own.
`The Clinton Era was about having fun — The president did!" said
Hammond. 1-le was out of it so
much it was like a drinking game —
another indictment ... everyone
drink!"
While his performance was
chock-full of impersonations from
Phil Donohue to Sean Connery, he
also touched upon more personal
issues, such as his upbringing in
Alabama.
"It's not queer unless you're on
the bottom,"said Hammond."It's the
Alabama way."
Hammond also looked to the
audience for sex advice.
"Is it possible for a woman to be
amused and laughing at the same
time'?" he asked. "Yes'? Thank
God!"
While some students felt
Hanunond's routine was better suited
for Saturday Night Live than the
stand up stage,others felt the show to
be a success.
"It was the best show that I have
seen here," said one third-year student."Ever."

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS

CAMPUS PHOTO *JULIE ALTENHOR
Ben Flood gives Adam Parvanta a hand on the drums during
the final song of a concert this summer. The band played a
show to benefit Upward Bound.

Drop the information
by the
Maine Campus office
for Julio Houle

M

TT

MAYO CLINIC

SUMMER III

Do you haye
an bpcoming event.
Neato person
you'd likq to qee
eurrecitliotg

CAMPUS PHOTO • JULIE ALTENHOFF
Comedian Darrell Hammond performed at the Maine
Center for the Arts Wednesday, Sept. 4. Hammond, who is
famous for his work with "Saturday Night Live," came to
the University as part of Maine Mania week.

or Email
Jason Houle
on FirstElass.

We invite you to explore the Summer III Student
Experience wdatto Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. lt:s
program is for junior year students of a four-year bp:
d
nursing program. Summer III begins in early June
10 weeks. Summer III is a paid, supervised nursi• vr
i
exposing the student to a broad range of direct
patient care settings on inpatient and surgical _n .53
Mayo Nursing was awarded the Magnet NraggniCior
Status for Excellence in NursingtbierNdrEitran
Nurses Credentialing Center.
For more information about the Summer III pro
visit our website or contact:

Application Deac
Mayo Clinic
January 15, 200
Human Resources, 0E-4
200 1st Street SW,
Rochester, MN 55905
ph800-562-7984e-maiiummer3@mayo.edu
www.mayoclinic.orq/summer
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CAMPUS PHOTO •
JASON HOULE

Top Right: Dicky Barrett of the Mighty Mighty
Bosstones performs at the Randalls Island, NY date
of the 2002 Vans Warped tour. Other bands on the
outdoor festival included Bad Religion, NOFX, MXPX,
and New Found Glory.
Top Left: Leaders of the nu-metal scene System Of A
Down came to the Cumberland County Civic Center
in Portland this summer and gave the crowd a night
of heavy metal havoc. The band stomped through a
hard and fast set which included songs from their
debut album and from their current album, "Toxicity."
Bottom: The Dave Matthews Band performed at the
Performing Arts Center in Sarasota Springs, NY. The
band spent the summer touring amphitheatres and
outdoor venues across the country.

omitsng
UpcConcer
Tues. 9/10 • Goldfinger, Portland, ME, State
Theatre

CAMPING gk , BACKPACKING
FACTORY OUTLET
ON TUESDAYS
1 1,1 WITH YOUR
/0 MitIVECARD

stir

4*Johnson Outdoorst
111=1111111119

Thurs. 9/12 • George Clinton, Boston, MA, The
Roxy
Fri 9/13• Catch 22/Mest, Augusta, ME,The Edge
Weds. 9/18 • G. Love and the Special Sauce,
Portland, ME,State Theatre
Fri. 9/20 • Neil Diamond, Portland, ME,
Cumberland County Civic Center
Sat. 9/21 •The Sheila Divine, Boston, MA,Avalon
Sat 9/21 • David Gray/Def Leppard, Boston, MA,
Fleet Center
Mon. 9/23 • Public Enemy, Portland, ME, State
Theatre
Fri. 9/27• The Pietasters, Augusta, ME,The Edge
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Just
because

you
blew your

summer
savings,

doesn't mean
you have
to look like
you blew
your summer
savings.

Store nearest campus.

in Bangor at Broadway Shopping
Center, Broadway and 1-95.

20t

J

Styles,IIigig,
/ 6toin

Visit us at www.tjmwoccom

USE YOUR TJX VISA•CARD when you shop with us and earn 5% rewards. Visit any store or call 1-877-588-8TJX to apply for your card today. 11111
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FOOTBALL from page 20

Alb.

team," Cosgrove said after the
same."A lot of times in the past
We would play ranked teams and
hope to spring an upset on them.
Guys like Eaton; Cooper and
Cusano were here when we were
.44 or 5-6. This was the most
meaningful win we've had 'here
since things have changed."
Sophomore tailback Marcus
,Williams continued to impress,
following up his first career 100yard game last week with a 26
carry, 137-yard performance
against the Tribe.
"Coach [Jeff] Cole told me
early in the week that I was
going to have to be a hammer. I
was going to get the ball a lot
and have to run hard. The team
was counting on me to get four
yards here and five yards there
and keep the clock moving. I
didn't expect to get the ball 15
times in the first half but I'll do
whatever the coaches ask to
help the team win."
_ After the game, several players commented on the raucous
home crowd.
- "The seniors have been waiting a long time for that:kindof
atmosphere," senior qUarterback
Jake Eaton said. "It was exciting.
hopefully there are more of them
to come."
The Black Bears take ,their 20 record on the road, visiting
Villanova this Saturday.

Field Hockey improves to
3-1 with win at Holy Cross
The University of Maine field
hockey team scored in each half
Sunday on its way to a 2-0 victory
over College of the Holy Cross in
Worcester, Mass.
The Black Bears are now 3-1
SO far during the non-conference
portion of the season. Holy Cross
dropped to 1-1 on its 2002 campaign.
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of
pair
William & Mary
a
by
up
wrapped
Is
University of Maine junior wide receiver Stefan Gomes
by the Black Bears.
victory
27-14
Saturday's
In
defenders as fellow junior wideout Paris Minor looks on
Gomes caught eight passes for 96 yards in the win.

UMaine senior forward Kristy
Ferran put her team in front with
a goal off an assist from sophomore midfielder Arnie Dubois at
5:17 remaining in the first half.
Junior Jana Ouellette gave the
Black Bears a two-goal cushion,
scoring an unassisted goal with
12:33 remaining in the game.
The two goals were all junior
goaltender Jaye Lance would need
as she notched four saves for the
fourth shutout of her career.
The Black Bears outshot the

Crusaders 10-9, but Holy Cross
held a 10-9 edge in penalty corners.
UMaine returns home this
coming weekend for a pair of
games against the University of
Rhode Island.

Cross country women,
men place third at N.H.
The University of Maine
men's and women's cross coun-

try teams both finished third out
of four teams at a University of
New Hampshire meet Friday.
The men were paced by senior
Nolan Tobey, who finished the 8K
course with a time of25:52. Tobey
finished 10th overall.
Sophomore Jeff Caron came
in 15th place with a time of
26:34.
The Black Bear women were
led by senior Vanessa Allen,
whose time in the 5K course of
21:14 placed her 17th overall.

Nicole Pelletier came in 23rd
with a time of 21:36. Amanda
Szewc and Annie Howley placed
30th and 31st respectively for the
UMaine women.
The Black Bear cross country
teams return to action Saturday,
Sept. 14 for a meet at the
University of Massachusetts
Boston
University,
with
University of Vermont and Iona
University.
Compiledfrom staff reports

MEN'S SOCCER from page 20 NEW ERA from page 20
to the game, once again the
defense was led by sophomore
goalkeeper Josh Sjostrom, who
played all but the final 15 minutes. The shutout Was the second
of the season in three games for
UMaine.
"It felt good to know that
the guys who play in front of
you have your back," said
Sjostrom, who stopped all
three shots he faced. "Another
thing that felt good was the
guys up front being able to
score. All of those elements

really makes my job easier."
The final goal came when
Chenault lobbed a pass to
sophomore midfielder Luke
Rivard who rifled the ball past
Assumption keeper Andy
Hamilton for what would cap
the Black Bear's two-goal second half.
UMaine's next game is
Friday, Sept. 13 when the team
will travel to Hamilton, N.Y. to
take on another non -conferColgate
opponent,
ence
University.

"WELCOME BACK" SPECIAL

9 HOLES for $7 with MaineCard
Hidden Meadows Golf Course
Located minutest from Uh40
Left(west) off 1-95 North Exit 52
in west Old Town
9 Holes - Par 35 - 2974 yards
Practice Green - Club Rentals
Riding Cans

asked is: With better chemistry team in scoring with 11 points
and work ethic, how far can they last season. The returning players
especially have a new-found
go?
In their first two games of the value for the opportunity to play
season, the Black Bears tied soccer at UMaine.
"We have labled this as a new
Quinnipiac, 0-0, but lost 3-0 at
the hands of nationally ranked era and it's like night and day
from last year," Dow said. "We
Fairleigh Dickinson.
"What happened to us in that have such a deep bench and such
game was, we had a few mental a great defensive system that
lapses," said UMaine head coach anyone can step up and play the
Travers Evans, a former same. I feel we are well packed."
Some of the new faces that
University of Maine graduate. "I
feel that this year when it comes to will be inhabiting the field
defense that we are pretty strong to include Daniel Florez, a junior
the point where one guy might be transfer student from Columbia,
sitting the bench one game, might who before coming to Maine
experienced playing soccer in
start in the next game."
This year, the Black Bears cold weather.
"In Bogota, where I am from,
have seven returning starters
including Rob Dow who led the it is about 2,700 meters from the
sea so I am used to it," said
Florez, who played his first two
college seasons at Dean College
free Otaihs
Meals
IICeSt
in Massachusetts. "I have noticed
free
10111eSIP
soccer here [United States] is
more physical whereas, if in

Columbia, you rely more on techinque and tactics."
One freshman who quickly is
making an impact is Adam
Chenault, a 6-foot-2-inch forward
who scored 72 goals throughout
his high school career while being
named to the 2001 Cincinatti
Enquirer All-Star team.
"It has been a lot different
from high school and coming out
here twice a day and getting to
play so much has been like a
vacation for me," Chenault said.
"When I came here there was no
freshman-senior difference — at
this age everyone has something
to give. I feel we are out here just
giving our best."
Several players said the
change in team chemistry has
drastically changed from last
year. The change has been so
great that the phrase "A new era
in Maine soccer," is printed on
the back of the players' practice
shirts.
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Everything you need to know about volleyball
By Eric Russell
Sports Editor
It's no secret that the state of
Maine is not exactly a hotbed for
the sport of volleyball.
But for those of you who don't
know, the University of Maine
has a women's volleyball team.
And, in fact, the team is actually
quite good, having narrowly
missed an NCAA tournament
berth last season.
The sport returned to campus
only three years ago, following a
16-year absence, and in that short
time head coach Sue Medley has
built a program that knocked out
the No. 1 seed in last year's
Conference
East
America
Tournament.
But, chances are, you didn't
notice. Not many did. It's not like
the UMaine women's volleyball
team has set any attendence

records in its rise to America East doesn't the Black Bear team fill
Memorial
of
seats
the
prominence.
The sad truth is, the state of Gymnasium with fans during its
Maine knows absolutely nothing home contests?
The answer is simple: Lack of
about volleyball.
Sure, most of you have seen understanding. Volleyball can be
the sport before and certainly all a complex sport to follow and the
of you have played the game in terms can seem foreign to the
some fashion at a family reunion uninformed.
So perhaps this column can
or something.
But to take words from Black
Bear coach Medley, UMaine volleyball is "not the backyard barbecue type of game" everyone clear up some of the questions
that keep fans from attending
thinks it is.
The game has a faster pace UMaine women's volleyball
than any other sport on campus matches.
The two main terms that seem
with the exeception of probably
hockey. The players are tremen- to perplex people the most
dous athletes and the skill are:kills and digs. Interestingly
involved compares to any other enough, these are the two most
game. I have yet to see a run-of - important statistics in volleyball,
the-mill athlete pick up the sport and are actually quite easy to
explain.
of volleyball quickly.
A kill is an offensive statistic
Why
remains:
question
So the

Opinion Column

and is awarded when a player
scores a point for her team via an
attack. An attack is any ball that
crosses the net to the other side
that isn't a serve. Attack errors
are given when a player hits the
net or hits it out of bounds.
A dig is the chief defensive
statistic and occurs when a defensive player successfully plays an
attack. Like attacks, digs are not
awarded off serve receptions.
This is essentially all you need
to know. Assists are awarded
when a pass results directly in a
kill. Each team has a setter, who
is the primary passer and will
carry the bulk of the assists.
Serve aces are another offensive
statistic resulting when a player
serves a ball that cannot be played
by the other team. Additionally,
service errors occur when a serve
either hits the net without going
over or goes out of bounds.

Other defensive statistics
worth noting are blocks. Any
attack that is blocked by members of the other team and stays
down will result in either a solo
block by one player or block
assists by multiple players.
Hitting percentage is an interesting statistic, akin to a baseball
player's batting average. The formula is as follows: kills minus
attack errors divided by total
attacks. The number might look
something like this: .345. Like
baseball, the higher the number,
the better the hitting percentage.
And those are all the terms
involved in the sport of volleyball.
They will be helpful to you when
reading stories about the UMaine
women's team in The Maine
Campus and could be helpful if
you ever decide to venture over to
the Field House to cheer on the
Black Bear women's team.

Women's volleyball
wins 2 of 3 in N.Y.
By Eric Russell
Sports Editor

•

The University of Maine
women's volleyball team had a
strong showing in its second tournament of the 2002 season, winning two games and dropping one
at the Niagara Tournament in
Niagara, N.Y. this weekend.
The Black Bears began the
tournament against host Niagara
University Friday and beat the
Purple Eagles in five games, 3-2
(30-26, 33-31, 17-30, 23-30, 1510).
UMaine started strong in winning the first two games, but suffered a lapse that allowed Niagara
to get back into the match. The
Purple Eagle won games three and
four, but the Black Bears rallied in
the fifth and deciding game to pick
up their second win of the season.
First-year middle blocker Leah
Guidinger, who played well in
UMaine's opening home tournament last weekend, continued to
impress, leading the team with 21
kills.
Sophomore Carmen Gabriel,
splitting time between right-side
hitter and setter, put together a
solid all-around game with 16
kills, 20 assists and a game-high
17 digs.
Fellow sophomore Marina
Ivankovic had 13 kills and seven
block assists. First-year setter and
Topsfield, Maine native Ashley

Women's soccer shut out
at Central Connecticut St.
The University of Maine
women's soccer team lost its first
game of the season Sunday, a 1-0
defeat at the hands of Central
Connecticut State University.
The Black Bears dropped to 2-

Marble led the Black Bears with
27 assists.
UMaine split a couple of games
Saturday, winning in the morning
over Canisius College, 3-0(30-23,
30-22, 30-28) before losing to
undefeated Duquesne University
0-3(19-30, 31-33, 30-32),to close
out the tournament.
The split put the Black Bears at
3-2 on the young season.
Guidinger led UMaine again in
the first game Saturday with teamhighs of 18 kills and 13 digs.
Gabriel took over the fulltime setting duties Saturday, as Marble
didn't play either match. Gabriel
notched a season-high 44 assists
and added 11 digs. Ivankovic was
solid again with 12 digs and eight
kills. Canisius never threatened in
the match and fell to 0-5 on the
season.
Duquesne dominated UMaine
in the second match Saturday
behind 15 kills and 12 digs from
Sarah Morrow. Sophomore middle
blocker Lori Maloney led the
Black Bears with 10 kills and 10
digs, both season highs.
UMaine's Guidinger and firstyear classmate KaIli Jordan
chipped in with nine kills apiece
and Gabriel led UMaine with 14
digs and 28 assists.
Head coach Sue Medley and
her squad traveled from Niagara to
Loudonville, N.Y. Sunday to play
a single match against Siena
College.

1 on the season,after winning their
first two games over Iona College
and Canisius College Sept. 1-2 at
the Black Bear Invitational.
UMaine appeared headed for
overtime Sunday in Connecticut as
the score was tied at zero headed
into the final minute of regulation.
But first-year striker Sophie
Hopper took a pass from Jessica

•••
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a teammate in the Black
set
to
prepares
University of Maine sophomore Marina Ivankovic
30. UMaine won two of
Aug.
Ottawa
Bears win in an exhibition match against University of
York.
New
in
three games this weekend at a tournament at Niagara University

Gildea in the 89th minute and put
a shot past Black Bear goalkeeper Naomi Welsh to give Central
Connecticut the victory.
UMaine was held to just three
shots for the game, compared to
four for Central Connecticut.
The Black Bears next contest
is Friday, Sept. 13 at Providence
College.

Join the UMaine Women's Basketball Practice

Team
Be a part of our daily practice and directly
contribute to the success of this year's team.
Contact:Tara Morrison 581-3094 or on First Claus

Sports

Volleyball is a complex sport, but it doesn't
have to be. Learn more on page 19, and see
how the UMaine women fared in New York.
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Men's soccer
notches first
win of season
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
In the University of Maine
men's soccer team's home
against
Sunday
opener
II
Assumption
Division
College of Worcester, Mass.,
head coach Travers Evans was
happy to see some offensive
output.
The Black Bears ended a
180-minute scoreless drought
that spanned the first two
games of the season and went
on to pickup their first win, a
3-0 triumph at Alumni Field.
With the win, the men's record
improves to 1-1-1.
Both teams came out with a
4-4-2 formation and as early as
22 minutes into the first half
UMaine already was creating
scoring opportunities as Rob
Dow received a pass from the
left wing only to have his shot
hit off the side of the net.
Two minutes later, freshman back Adam Chenault
crossed a pass in front of
Assumption's goalkeeper and

after two missed shots junior
forward Keith Moore was able
to put the ball home for the
Black Bears' first goal.
"It was nice to see the ball
go into the back of the net,"
Evans said."We started out the
game a bit flat, but we were
able to pick up the three points
we needed."
In the second hale, the
Black Bears quickly took
advantage of Assumption as
they had three chances to score
in the Assumption box. But
one of those chances went off
the post and UMaine came
away with nothing.
Twelve minutes later, after
a hand ball was called on
Assumption, junior midfielder
Greg Bajek's penalty kick
went off the post and Dow,
UMaine's leading scorer last
year, collectd the rebound and
scored giving the Black Bears
a 2-0 lead.
In addition to the offensive
barrage the Black Bears brought
sae MEN'S SOCCER on page 18
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to
tries
maintain
control of the ball
University of Maine sophomore midfielder Luke Rivard
from an Assumption College defender. Rivard scored the final goal in the Black Bears 3-0
victory Sunday.

Men's soccer begins 'new era'
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
Before last year's two-win
season for the University of
Maine men's soccer team, the
main question on campus was:

Will the team be around for next
season?
Budget cuts nearly forced the
program from existence last
spring, along with the men's and
women's swimming teams. The
UMaine System board of trustees

ultimately decided not to ax thr
programs, giving the men's soc
cer team another season to build
on.
Now the question that is being
see NEW ERA on page 18

Football opens conference schedule with convincing 27-14 win
By Ryan Waning
Staff Reporter
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bounds by Wiliam &
of
out
tackled
Black Bear sophomore tailback Marcus Williams is
Mary's Marques Bobo. Williams rushed for 137 yards on 26 carries as UMaine rolled to a
27-14 victory.

The University of Maine football team opened its Atlantic 10
schedule resoundingly Saturday
night at Alfond Stadium, stunning highly touted William &
Mary, 27-14, in front of a lively
home crowd of 6,326 people.
The Black Bears improved to
2-0 on the season, winning the
season opener, 52-3, Aug. 31
over Central Connecticut State
University. The Tribe of William
& Mary fell to 0-2 on the season,
despite being picked to win the
Atlantic 10 conference in the
preseason poll.
" I thought our players prepared well, with great focus",
head coach Jack Cosgrove said.
"Our offensive and defensive
coaches had a really good game
plan. They're [William & Mary]
a very good football team with a
good quarterback. We have to
give them credit; we obviously
weren't going to shut them out."
The Black Bear offense
jumped out to a 24-0 lead before
William & Mary finally got on
the board in the third quarter.
Tribe quarterback Dave Corley's

4-yard touchdown pass to junior
wide receiver Danny Wade gave
William & Mary a glimmer of
hope with 4:04 remaining in the
third quarter.
But, when UMaine senior
quarterback Jake Eaton broke

"I thought our
players played
well, with great
focus. Our
coaches had a
really good
game plan."
free into the secondary on a draw
for a gain of 65 yards setting up
a field goal, the Tribe's back had
been broken.
"I told the team on Thursday,
we haven't had a lot of big,
meaningful games here where
we're involved as a highlight
sae FOOTBALL on page 18

